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A new administration and a new approach to dealing with Americaâ€™s enemies have left covert

counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath without a job. But when American doctor Julia Gallo is

kidnapped in Afghanistan, the terms of her ransom leave the president with only one course of

action.Every politician has a secret. And when the daughter of a politically connected family is

kidnapped abroad, Americaâ€™s new president will agree to anythingâ€”even a deadly and

ill-advised rescue planâ€”in order to keep his secret hidden. But when covert counterterrorism

operative Scot Harvath is assigned to infiltrate one of the worldâ€™s most notorious prisons and

free the man the kidnappers demand as ransom, he quickly learns that there is much more to the

operation than anyone dares to admit. As the subterfuge is laid bare, Harvath must examine his own

career of ruthlessly hunting down and killing terrorists and decide if he has what it takes to help one

of the worldâ€™s worst go free.
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Brad Thor's eighth novel featuring special-forces hero Scot Harvath provides decent entertainment

value along with an in-depth and realistic look at the conditions U.S. troops face in Afghanistan, but



it is plagued by a flawed premise and lackluster writing.When the daughter of a wealthy presidential

supporter is kidnapped in Afghanistan, Scot Harvath is called upon to comply with the ransom

demands by breaking a captured terrorist out of prison. Unwilling to compromise his patriotic

principles by aiding the enemy, even under orders from the commander in chief, Harvath assembles

a team to help him carry out a revised mission--free the terrorist, but instead of exchanging him for

the American hostage, use him to ascertain where she is being held, then free her and return the

terrorist to the Afghan authorities. True to form, Harvath is determined to right a wrong and save the

day while upholding the fundamentals of conservative American foreign policy.As a military

adventure story, the book mostly succeeds. Thor is good at writing exciting action scenes, and the

book is for the most part fun and easy to read. The problem is that in trying to manufacture a

believable reason why the U.S. president would so blatantly misuse his office's authority by ordering

a terrorist freed in exchange for the life of a political ally's child, the story becomes overcomplicated.

By the time the reader has made it through the background investigation by a Secret Service agent

into events that politically indebted the president to the hostage's mother, the story is all but

finished, rendering the background basically moot and the tidy conclusion ultimately unsatisfying.

The book would have been better had it focused on a simple search-and-rescue operation.

Brad Thor is one of the preeminent writers of thriller today, and his best-selling books are too

numerous to count...so instead of talking about his past successes, let's get straight to his newest

novel: The Apostle: A Thriller, shall we? The book, in short, is about an American physician who

gets kidnapped while working in Afghanistan. Ah, the scene is set, but this doctor has connections.

He, and his family, are politically connected to America's new President, and turn to him for help,

but the ransom being asked is too steep for the President, and he decides to launch a covert

operation to get the American physician back instead.The premise, along with the characters, are

rather interesting - they have a passionate view on the current state and try to convince others to

come to that point of view. It would seem that The Apostle has mingled in current affairs with a

fictional tale. The President in the story is another interesting facsimile of our current Commander in

Chief. A quote from the book "the new President had been very aggressive with his first 100 days.

Campaigning on a platform of change, and he had done just that when he stepped into the Oval

Office, and not necessarily for the better." The President, in the book, had single handily eviscerated

the central intelligence of the country.Much like all of Brad Thor's novels, he bases them on current

headlines but allows the reader to decide which is which. Is the President in the book based off of

our current President? The Apostle informs, implores, and entertains the reader in a way that only a



few authors can. He has created another bare-knuckled thrill ride that seems so believable, it could

have been taken from the headline news.
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